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Preface 
 

reality bubbles of thoughts projected 
on   the  worlds mirage a 

phantasmagoria of shifting realities  
bubbles of thought the real but 

phantasms of thought taken for the 
real 

reality but an hallucination mistaken 
for the real 

reality mind produced bubbles of 
thoughts projected on   the out there 

forming the  worlds mirage 
languages net thrown o’er the  out 

there forming the worlds 
 mirage 

meaning from  the net but nothing but 
minds invent 
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 reality mind produced bubbles of 
thoughts projected on   the out there 

forming the  worlds mirage 
“are you all right colin” 

cunts cunts everywhere hear there 
here  

languidly lying on lemon linen 
aloes scented languidly lying 

bubble of thoughts effervescing up 
from my brain float thru the green 

light haze bobbling tumbling 
brushing each other in a slow 

dance of light as I gaze  
myriad beauties  at my feet lay 

moth eyebrows feathery like 
phoenix wings glinting with 
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frozen goblets of perfume in the 
hairy mesh butterflies wing 

fluttering down to mate with  
cunnies splayed like butterfly 

wings 
multi-colored pussy lips pinks reds 

oranges yellows fluttered like 
butterflies to rise in the green 

perfumed tinted air to flitter o’er 
cascading pussy hair varied tinted 

with viridian malachite  
viridescent vermilion  hues  

casting rippling shadows o’er 
purple skinned beauties whose 

flesh glowed like iridescent opal 
and neon lights as they hovered 
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round eyes gleaming like polished 
dew  

bubble of thoughts burst  
fragmenting into brilliant  

showers of cunt  flowers gleaming 
like clotted blood raining down o’er 

the luculent purple flesh of 
beauties lolling languidly around 
cunts cunts everywhere hear there 

here light turns into whorls of  
flapping wings –like cunts –like 

light wreathed cunts like 
garlands of  flowers 

to deck beauties flesh with colored 
globes of light-like cunts  in the 

air shimmering mists of green float 
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like clouds of glittering dew  eyes 
weep sky-blue tears cunt like as 

candles kingfisher-green waft 
fumes spiraling in room like cunts 

furling lips surround dew decked 
pool of aqueous fluid amethyst 

blue scented fumes lay upon rose 
blooms like gleaming cunts like 
dew shines in tear-brimmed eyes 

cunts form from cascading fumes 
from incense urns refulgent with 
opaline pale-blue hues air borne 

fumes float across beauties furling 
cunts scattering chrysanthemum 

scent serpentine like into 
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embroidered quilts of scent 
impregnated light 

cunt flowers float rippling in 
jade-green urns  glossy like curling 

blossoms dew decked in dawn light  
cunts cunts everywhere hear there 

here 
o’er saffron hued floor cunts like 

flowers open pink petals iridescent 
glow- worm-like flutter waves of 

rippling light across ceiling coated 
in emerald scales my dew filled 

eyes gaze as my thoughts blooming 
bubbles of cunt-like forms waft 

around beauties powder coated 
faces pale like white chalk as 
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tears scratch thru power on cheeks 
like scratches of nail along 

blackboards 
thick with fragrances the misty 

air green tinted drips scarlet globes 
along cunts lips edge dangling 

dropping slowly like dripping rain 
upon trees and leaves in autumn 

misty dawn to morph into cunts 
with lips fluttering butterfly 

wings stirring scented air up into 
frothing foam of semen white 

bubbling froth 
 o’er floor running streams 

gleaming glass spider webs lacing 
in glittering mesh of bursting 
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cunt-flowers  blooming blossoms 
gaping petals that snap snapper-

like in the iridescent metallic 
mica like air filled with cunts 

glass-like tinkling crystal-like as 
they bob bubbling clashing 
together in multitudinous 

cacophonies of shimmering tones 
and semitones of resonating 

pellucid sounds of ravishing 
delight washed by refulgent 

syncopations of phosphorescing 
green light  

flashes of cunny pink lights bring 
exquisite reverberations of velvet 
soft tones ringing out symphonies 
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of rhapsodic melodies of aural 
delicacies  which washes o’er my 

flesh 
 tones lights touches creates 
tumultuous avalanches of 
interweaving synesthesias 

resonating   synergisms of 
overabundant  sensations melting 

into thoughts of ecstatic 
revelations of infinite syntonic 

blisss 

cunts cunts everywhere hear there 
here 

cunt-flowers tangled dangling 
‘neath ceiling  wreathed in 

garlands of green tinted foam 
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fragrant sashes of color 
reverberating soft lilting semitones 

of rhapsodic mellifluous moans of 
languishing tonal texture  flow  

o’er my goosebump throbbing flesh 
clouds of frozen scents cunt-like 

shaped feathery float across 
beauties purple hued flesh sending 

sighs of ravishment fromst their 
rose-blood 

-like fruity lips  
with flutings wings butterfly 

cunts laying  o’er floor whip up 
light-waves of reverberating eddies 

of liquid aqueous sounds that 
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dapple flesh with vermilion 
shadows of viridescent hues 

cunts cunts everywhere hear there 
here 

lustrous cunt butterfly-wings 
taffeta sheening sweet odorous 

syringa scented scurry o’er floor on 
pink tinted petal-like lips like 

luminescent globes of light cunts 
flittering fluttering thru 

cascading aqueous curtains of 
luculent sounds rippling fumes of 

harmonies of  tones across open 
spaces  framed by incandescent 

foam hang like fine brocade with 
woof of scarlet semitones of rippling 
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sounds threading thru warp of aloe 
scented light 

weft and warp weave luminous  
patterns of cunts out of liquefied 
scents  shimmering  in light silk-

like 
incandescent light and melodic 

scents twang and sing 
reverberations of rippling cunts 

thru the syrupy spaces spread 
cunts glittering light up the sky 

sparkle flash fly  rhapsodies of 
odoriferous tones wash o’er and 

interfuse my flesh with tingling 
delights light curls round cunt lips 
edge to shatter into multitudinous 
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multivariate hues of tonal 
exquisiteness light vaporizes into 

melodic tunes to congeal into 
sostenuti of  odoriferous tones to 
write o’er all sonnets of scented 
rhymes that lace the beauties 
purple flesh draped with green 

phosphorescing mist  
cunts cunts everywhere hear there 

here 
powdered beauties cunts  drip with 

clinging frozen scents  sparkling 
they drip down splashing all round 

in symphonies of  tonal 
graduations of luculent semitones 

of multifarious touches 
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pools of coagulated scents  waft 
syncopations of light thru the 

diaphanous cascades of light-falls 
filling all around as they hang 
down like threads of glimmering 

beads of light diamonds- like  
strung upon ribbons of melodic 

rhythms of light 
in the silvery globes of watery 

light cunts spiral twirl whirl to 
my sight into a globe  aqueous 

bright  
onward and inward down down 

each scale smaller smaller  cunts 
self similar similarity to infinity 
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smaller and smaller over and over 
self-similarity to infinity  

globes burst like blossoming blooms  
fertilizing the room with an 

infinity of self-similar cunts that 
float and fall o’er all 

cunts cunts everywhere hear there 
here 

there they lay peering at I as on 
the lemon aloes scented linen lay I  
cunt lips petal-like flutter slowly  

like butterfly wings fan-like 
wafting cunt scent sweet musky 

in ripples of odoriferous light 
cunt lips petal-like flutter slowly  

like butterfly wings fan-like 
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forming pouting lips like babies 
spongy mouths sucking  for the 

mothers teat 
self-similar cunts in rows slowly go 

towards the bed of I  
languidly in slow lolling  step 

instep toward I they do file bye 
pouting lips like babies spongy 

mouths sucking  for the mothers 
teat 

the green mist wavers like rippling 
waves as they step out their 

rhythmic beat eddies of coagulated 
scent hang glistening in the air 

reverberating to their sucking beat 
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cunt lips petal-like flutter slowly  
like butterfly wings fan-like 
languidly in slow lolling  step 

instep toward I 
like velvet touch of babies pulpy 

flesh they crawl o’er me licking 
kissing sucking  

cunts cunts everywhere hear there 
here 

o’er my flesh they daintily bite 
nibble 
dribble 

pouting lips like babies spongy 
mouths sucking  for the mothers 

teat 
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o’er my pores their petal-like cunt 
lips place sucking liquefying the 

flesh of I  
the odalisque smiles  

flesh melts to syrupy ooze  I dissolve 
into luminescent phosphorescing 

iridescent goo 
“fuck whats this mess where are 

you colin” 
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